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Go.v. Candidates
~ack 1)/Jy Care,
/JIIw Revisl.·ons ..
~

By JAN HOLLAND
·
.
\ If you want change, then you better be ready to make the
changes yourself, Gene Gonzales, American Independent
cJndidate for governor said, during a candidates forum
• ....;~ednesday at the convention center.
uYou have voted for men and )eft the government in their
hands, and they have ruined it for you," he said to the women.
Gonzales, disa~reed with Joe Skeen and Jerry Apodaca, on
several of the· nine topics relating to women.
-'1 am opposed to day care support by this state and this
nation," Gonzales said. 41Th is is sheer socialism, ·
"The -responsibility of the care and welfare of chilllren. lies
.
.
with the parents and not the state,, he said.
Skeen favored day care legisl11tion if th~e using it wquld be
required to pay part of the c~t on a ,Wale 'based on their family
.
income. .
"I have iong been on record as •upporting dny care,"
Apodaca said. It is one' way to make a sincere effort .to ·help a
family trying to support or improve themselves.
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Dderbird Editor Calls
80sur8 Of Pub Board
.. .
• . Several studen'- have complained
Jeff that they haVe met resistance
called for when they try to become inv~lved
Stu~nt with the. magazine. Other people
ereati~n . don't even · want to get involved
:J~M~' ftte · .~au.e ·of the magazine's past
·• • :.·
• • · 1•
caliber."
, :. ·t,j~M.'t · "'Die. advisor)' board will have
il usually no powers of pre-publication
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u1 feel it is necessary for any center receivint state funds to
provide adequatel~ trained .personnel, Apod~ca Hid. He agreed
it was wise to set standards for these centen, ....
All three candidates supported changes in the present rape
law:
·
'
· .
Skeen who said the law was written when New Mexico was a .
territory, read 4 proposals he had already suggested con~rning
rape law reforms.
·
uone proposal would limit admission of the victim!s sexual
histol')' to contacts only with the defendant. Another would be
to define rape as involving assault on the · victim's body,
emotions and intellect. The threat of bodily harm, Skeen said,
in addition to physical abuse could be used as a basis for
supporting a charge of rape. He also included homosexual rape
in his propositions.
Apodaca, who'said he would support legislation on the whole
question of rape, said it would t~ke a great deal of study to
come up with a workable law which would not require constant
ch~n,e. He felt the next governor .ahould,make this matter top
pnonty.
..
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(continued on page 8)

·

each issue.

editors with a post-publication
review of the work by people who
are experienced."
.
•
' • ·I don 't t h i n k t h e
llubcommittee was pressured by·
people within the English
depart.ment," Johnson !'tated.
"We just wanted to establish a
means whereby Thunderbird
editors cs:nild ' get constructive
criticism of their. efforts. We want
to see the magazine improve."
Johnson, however, does feel the
'lbunderbird should be primarily a
literary magazine.
.. Graphics and photographs
should be included but writing

· ,far a. l:'m c'bncemed ·the ·
·~·Tbibi:fiorlf.mitrtee itaelf iS a 9fola·.ti·on ·· ·
tion ·as· an edit&i~~' ·· .
[ill!tbeJrt.;iltated. ,.t've always tft~ ·
Thunderbird more
. .~~.".,.....·•.5· s«;) that aU artists·' '
;ft: ..
'lire ~o1Jie though who .. ·
to see the 1bunderbird
......~•.,•.- Uteljary trnt_gazine;
is full of
u·e1o.,,J.1·e . and I aee this
floCliltttifiif;We 's recommendations •
result of that tattitude."
'0 .;
e t· ') ·.(, h n s o n ,
U1'll·a·ftm~td . editor, agreed
;'I!Vilhl~rt;: ••}Snablisbing the· ·
an insult to Jeff's
Boutd has alway~
,ali'IU~n,rrhiin attitude toward;
~ritll~&i'hi·Prl.111ey assume it's
just because it's
Puerto dol Sol
....... ...,,....,.. · State's Jiteraty
Ml1!lgaiZillleJ
Tom Mayer's
·magazine should be
11ll\llrau•fl• .~~acllil!s ~reati~e writing at
.to b!lvid Johnson,

~~tlgliish ..~tJf~:$$'·c·~ llhd head of the:

·

centers~
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-,•·n•·.l[lll··.,lm.·:tenaaten. . ·
· tht! •\lbCoiJitilittee is
!DllliJJI!I~U · ~· Jnneceuary and an
litiiUI~'r!!i.t'tt~t ·en · my •editorial
al~ady filet the
ementl· titeY w•nted'
· ·~, .lf{ghberj lai{J.
.
.
1 u b com m i t tee.
tm11hlUIIdl!id to the Pub Board
~ILUioiiiiC'II" body called the
·:JrJft~in(liitt'lJit.c~. Edi·torial Advisory
·
The body would
~il~mi~l~d of.. :five committed
one graphic artist, four
·-and ·a· merpbers of the
ri"d~rl1•irt1 start. 1ts function,
to · the subcommittee
·
,bp ·to ·tegolarly
· . Tbundergird and to

Government's Obligation

Skeen said the state government has an obligation to make
iiure standards for day ~are centen are met. He said the state
also had an obligation . to upgrade the quality of day care

·.Supports Rauefinition·· ·· ·- ··- -..

~·-

· · · -· ·

.,

.,l support any redefinition as long as women write the law,"
said Gonzales. The men who write the Jaws are defense law-yers
he said,· and this is their ''bmad and butter" in the courts today.
He said he would support any law dealing With physical harm
against another human being,
The candidates were asked if they were committed to
continued funding for the commission on the status of women
for 1975 and if so, how they would irpplement this committee.
u1 haven't been ertthusiastic about wh;tt the commission has
done," said Apodaca. He said he would continue to suppo"t the
commission until such time as he felt the state no longer needed
it and so long as it functioned properly.
.
· . .
We have too many commissions, Gonzales said. He said that
women with a problem should hire a lawyer to go to court, then
,if nothing was done, they should go to him as govemor, or the·
attorney general.
•
"I ·am committed to the commission, said Skeen. He said he
·

· (continued on page 2)

Five Solicitirlg Counts Will Stand
"By MICHAEL O;CONNOR

New Mexico and prostitution is declared illegal
only because money changes hands.
'soHcit for prostU;ution under the First
url'he only distinction is that money is
Amendmentguaranteetofreedomofspeech,the involved,"·· Horn· said. "There is ·no
attorney for Cheryl Suzie Le\l'ells argued constitutional or legal act that is made any lesi
yesterday in Disti'ict Court.
~
constitutional because there was money
Judge Rozier Sanchez disagreed, however, involv~d."
and' denied a motion to drop charges of five
'Ibe att9mey ror the state, Tom Mescall,
counts of soliciting for prositut1on against argued that solicitation for prostitution is art
Levells.
·
· ·
illegal act, just as solicitation for kidnapping or
.. He upheld the t!onstitutionaliW of the treason is illegal.
.
statute which makes it. illegal to engage in or
"'11}e law is neutral," Mescall. said. 4•It
offer to engage in sexual intercourse for hire doesn't discriminate against male or female."·
and said he saw no evidence that there had been
He said the state has the right to regulate
a violation of freedom of speech in this case.
health and morals and there are se"Veral
..The most serious constitutional defect in reasonable grounds for anti-prostitution Jaws.
11
New Mexico's prostitution statute is that it is
There is the threat. to society· of veneral
overbroad-it prohibits pure speech," said Tom disease,'' Mescall said. "The state is concerned
Hom, legal director of the New Mexico Civil with the publir safety and general welfare '()f
Liberties Union (NMCLU), which . is the public."
representing Levells.
"One modus operandi (mode of operation)
Horn argued that the statute made mere of prostitutes is to stop traffic to solicit
verbal solicitation illegal, that there never has to customers," he continued, "and the d~f'endant
be any act at all. •
.
fe1lle1wed that modus operandi-she would stop
"The difference between Mnduct and speech traffic to solicit.''
is the fatal defect in the statute,.,, Horn said.
"This c.ase has received more notoriety than
"All five counts of this case were purely it deserves," Mescall said.
,
solicitation."
In r.ebuttalf He1m Sllid people are not
Horn also argued that the act of prostitution .complaining about acts vi«Jiating this statu fA!;
was protected . under the citi~en 's . right. to that they were not bothering any of the public,
pri"Va~y. Jle said sexual intercourse is legal in and that the statute .is uncon.stiiutie1nal,
It is the tight of any free New Mexican to

.. . 1 tte..e; ., ' Our
en·d a tions are not
»61i~i1~1fiJ. . •. motivated. They are
to upgrade the
•lri'!.;t~he;~. Thun·derbi.rd~.... ~..~-----~~-~RMBRNB.nmaiii•~----~·-••••·
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Gov. Candidates
Back Day Care IndePendent School Talked:!··a.
Of Architecture

By HYDE POST
A presentation'by Architecture
Department Chairman Don
Schlegel, favoring the
development of an independent
~hool of architecture, was the
focus of Wednesday's first
meeting· of a newly formed
committee charged with
investigating the desirability of an
independent 11rchitecture school,
Schlegel said 4e saw a need fQr
architecture to be better able to
shape its own identity, apar.t from
Fine Arts, He said that though hi&
department's rel11tionship with
Fine Arts hild been good, the
aesthetic, univer&ity-orien.ted
connotations of Fine Arts did not
mesh with the changing role of
architecture.
"As architecture begins to
move into applied services,
working in the community, the
associations connected with Fine
Arts make its identity uneleM,"
Schlegel said.
.
Schlegel emphasized that
architecture was becoming a more
interdiscipliary field than it had
been the the past, drawing
knowledge from the social
sciences, economics,
environmental sciences,
engineering, and other areas not·
Under the umbrella of the College
of Fine Arts.
"I don't think it will be too
long before architecture will have
such varied deg1·ees Qf
specialization that people will
have to ask what kind of architect
you are," Schlegel said.
· The· investigative committee
which is scheduled to report its·
preliminary findings to
Vice-President Travelstead by
November 15, is, itself an
interdisciplinary operation.
It members include the
. university architect, Van Doren
Hooker, Arts and Sciences Dean
Nathaniel Wollman, and Assistant
to the Vice-President Joel JQnes.
Other' members Me C. L.
Hulsbos, chairman of the Civil
Engineering, and Donald McRae
associate de11n of the College of
Fine Arts.
McRae said that this first
meeting was primarily for
acqu11inting the committee
me m hers with the general
situation.
As part of the material for
future meetings the committee
has asked Schlegel to provide
infQrmation about the make·up
and operations of other schools of
architecture in the country. They
would also like to know what
kind of program Schlegel thinks
WQUid work best at UNM. ·
The mganization of UNM's
architecture program is currently
a .rarity among C!)lleges that offer
a degree in architecture. A list
that Schlegel provided for the
committee showed that of 95
schools th11t offer an architectural

(continued (rom page 1)

would Ulie it ail a source of information for establishing equal
rights.
The candidates were asked if they felt New Mexico needs
specific state regulations regarding sexual discrimination
concerning credit.
·
Gonzales asked that if women felt such laws were needed,
"why don't you get out and run for the legislature?'' Then you
could make your own laws, he said.
Skeen favored such laws saying he would also includo:
provisions for their enforceiQllnt,

·

.

Legislative Problem? •

I've never known that the legislature necessarily needed to deal
with this kind of problem, said Apodaca. He said that credit

dealings were the policy of the bank orinstitution, He said he did
not know if this was the legislatures problem or if they could
legislate such laws. He said if they did find a problem where
legislation was needed, then he would support the laws.
The candidates were asked if they felt full-time state-funded
kindergartens should be previded and if they should be
mandatory.
Skeen said that a statewide program could not be initiated at
this time. He said the state should provide funds to local st;hool
districts which have the facilities and desire to implement a
program. He did not favor mandatory attendance.
Apodaca said a present state law· provides for public
kindergartens in the state by 1977. He felt a statewide program
would riot be practiced before then. He supported mandatory
attendance,
.
Gonzales said the local school district should have the option
of having a kindergarten. He favored kindergarten programs if
funds could be found to support it. He was against mandatory
attendance,
"Frankly, I am not familiar at all with the affirmative· action
program," said Apodaca, He said he would implement the plan
by making sure women are in visible positions in the state
government so ,people could know women are playing an active
role, He would also establish a women's talent bank which
would be available to industry and government agencies.

Against Affirmative Action

Gonzales said the affirmative action law encourages the hiring
of minority groups and women. He was 11gainst the law saying it
pitted one American against another and gave one more rights
that it gave ilnother.
"New Mexico doesn't have a formal affirmative action plan,'!
said Skeen. He would implement the plan through the personnel
depilltment, and encourage women to consider taking positions
on boards in the state.
The e11ndidates were asked if they would favor the repeal of a
present state l11w which says wives must file a notification of
intention to co-manage a business.
Gonzales was against the repeal of this law.
Skeen said he would support a bill asking .for the removal of
this law although he cautioned that it might endanger oU,er
rights women have concerning community property.
Apodaca said he supported any legislation which puts people
on equal statu's •
. The candidates final question concerned.what they would do
to seek out qualified women .for state boards and commissions if
elected governor.
"It is high time we utilize one of the greatest resources in the
state," said Skeen. He said he would make every such effort to
·find such women.
Apodaca said he wanted to get women on commissions and
he wanted women thai were totally dedicated to that board or
commission.
"One woman has been the heillt and soul of the American
independent pMty," said Gonzales. He said he planned to
appoint a woman classroom teacher to head the department of
education. He said that if a woman could be found that was
qualified for the "job then he would appoint her,
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By SARAH SEIDMAN

each building to org11nize their demands for pay hikes,
better working conditions, 11nd mQre frequent p11y
periods.
.
The DSWU has 150 cards signed by·student workers
interested in unioni;zing, a g11in of 90 suppQrters since
,
their first meeting last week.
The signatures comprise Qnly about 13 per cent of.
the mughly 2000 student workers on campus, but Hersh
s11id, "We've gotten a IQt of goQd comments from the
student body," and the new building committees "will
inform even more workers aboU1 the union."
JQe Garner, leader of the full-time workers opposed
to the CW A, was at the DSWU meeting and gave
strong support and advice to the gwup.
Garner told the new umon to "stay 11way from the
CWA" 11nd said his organization was working on legal
action to "kick the CWA QUI and get 11 city union."
"You ,have the strength here. Use it," Garner said.

"Milke the university match your pay on a scale with
full- time worker sal11ries.
"You don't work only 'part-time' when you're work-·
ing, do you? Then go for 11 real g11in," Garner said.
The members of the meeting explored demands for
change including an initial w11ge hike for all p11rt-time
and work-study students, and more p11y incre11ses after
seniority in work hours. Other workers complained that
work-time missed because of illness could not be made
up and thought the group should demand sick leave or
additonal "missed-time" work hours.
Pay increases according to job-difficulty were rejected ".fter students said assigned work positions made
rang10g wages unfair.
A new university budget will raise student wages
from a base pay of $1.90 to $2.00 in January, but the
workers say that inflation has already outdist11nced the
IQcent increase.

'Better Teachers' Leave·state Bradley Says
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The Democratic Student Workers Union (DSWU)
agreed to remain an independent student uniQn in their
~
second meeting Wednesday night.
0
·:we pmbably won't all.>: with either the Communi-.
' catwn WQrkers of Amenca (CWA) or a. national
union," spokesman Michael Hersh said.
CWA presiden~ D11rwin Erickson said the newly
r;
forming student uniQn "will be crushed" trying to
0
bargain with the university Boilrd of Regents ''unless
they h'ave some kind of niltional suppQrt,"
Erickson said his CWA is willing tQ help unionize the
~
students but the students said they want tQ remain an
independent local Qrganization, working as a pressure
group to raise wages through the university departC¥f.
ments.
&
AlmQst SO p•lfl·time and work-study students met to
II: . '. discuss their new union and to set up committees in
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Student Workers Union To Be Independent

....

.degree, only 19 are Departments enrollment which has not been
of. Architecture. And nine of paced by matching increases in S
those are presently in the p1•ocess funding, The lack of sufficient,, t::j
Qf joining the majority and . money has contributed in causing ~
becoming independent schools or a high faculty-student ratio, '<
colleges.
almost 30 to 1, and a lack of b'
The UNM Arch i teeture. $Ufficient operating space,
g'
Department has been h.aving
Committee members indicated •
problems during recent years that another meeting will most ~
resulting fro·m increased likelybeheldnextweek. ·
S"
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It's easy to just buy a plant, but
choosing the riQhf plant can often be
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que this week. Bradley is one Qfthe
By JOSEPH MONAQAN
The te11chers that leave. the state coordinators of the meeting attend·
because of poor sillilry conditions ed by about 1000 teachers.
Bra41ey, a te11cher at Euhnk
are the "better teachers," the ones
Elementary
School, believes. that
with "11 humanistic feeling for the
children," the ch11irwoman Qf the "money aiQne will not solve the
Quality Education Commission prob!ems of education in New
MexJCQ,
said yesterd11y.
The money has tQ be properly
"R11ther than trying to put the
children down, these teachers build distributed," she said. If additional
them up," Martha Br11dley said at funds were acquireli, she said she
the 87th annual CQnvention of New would like to see them directed to
MexicQ teachers held in Albuquj:r· in-service programs where te11chers
would discuss and analyze their
work.
NewMexieo
Bradley said the low pay scale
DAILY LOBO
for te11chers affects the 11bility of
teachers to provide qu111ity educaVol. 78
No. 45
tion.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
"A teacher can't teach if she's
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
WQrrying
about the rent money."
Editorial Phone (506) 277Bradley
said
there is a pmblem of
4102, 277-4202
malnutritiQn for some teachers,
The New Mexico Dally Lobo Ia pub<
"That may sound surprising," she
liahed Monday throuah Friday every
regular week of the Univenity year
said, "but it exists."
and weekly durinsr the summer H!lllon
The convention is being sponby the Board of Student Publieatlons of
the Univualty of New .Mexico, and Ia
sored by the National Education
not ftnancially auoclated with UNII.
Second cla11 poatap paid at Albuquer•
Association (NEA) 11nd the Albuque, New Mexico 81131. Subocription
querque Classroom Te11chers Assorate Ja 110.00 for the academic year•
The opinions expr...ed on the edl·
ciation.
NEA-NM has endorsed
torlal pages of· The Daily Lobo are
Democratic gubernatorial candi·
thOle of the author solelY. Unaitrned
opinion ia that of the editorial board
date Jerry Apodaca. Bradley s11id
of The DaUy Lobo. Nolhin&' printed In
ApQdaca "has VQied very favQrilbly
The Daib' Lobo n .....rllv repraenta
the ·views of the Unlverwlty of New
on
bills that favQr education in
Mnlco.
general. She disagreed with Repub·

lican l(andidate Joe Skeen whQ is but that's not economically feas- mums but no maximums."
opposed to a stilte-wide kinder- ible. The problem is we have mini(CQntinued on page 5) ·
garten system. ·
"Early education will solve 50
per cent Qf the problems that develop in the elementary and secondary grades," she said,
Workshops are being conducted
throughout the week that center on
health care, bilingual educiltiQn,
and new concepts in educatiQn.
Bradley said mQsl teachers are experimenting with a less form11l type
of teaching method that is more
sensitive tQ the emotions of children.
"The big thing is realizing chil(send o UNM st~ent
*~
dren's feelings matter, and they
to
repretent
•Please
I
matter to such 11n extent that they
either learn or they dQ not learn
accQrding to the way they feel
about others and themselves."
To- incorporate that belief in the
school system, Bradley s11id the
programs are develQped with less
empha•is on grades. Basic .skills
tests are us,:d to insure the student
is understanding the material .
"That dQesn 't mean we let them
do what they want," she said.
·
Another area the educators 11re
discussing is student teacher ratios.
-h:rc-~~CAI'il:fWJrorRESTAURANTE
The current ratio in Albuquerque
~
~
Telephone 345-6280 4110 Edith NE
schools is 26. 7. Bradley said "the
ideal situatiQn would be Qne tQ one
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Among these "enforcement
procedures" the HEW requires the
establishJTient of "numerical goals
and time schedules" to guide hiring
practices and eliminate the
underutilization of minorities and
women.
What the HEW is trying to say, is
that for the university to prove that
no discrimination exists in
rr<:cruiting, enrollment, salaries
and promotion, 'it must be shown
in qumbers 'that minori,ties are
equally'represented,
This seems to be a discrepancy in
the. plan because if discrimination
in these areas is abolished, then
why is there a need to actively
recruit minorities to fill ·the
positions? How can discrimination
· be abolished by a . plan that is
nothing more than a form of
discrimination in the opposite
direction?

Discrimin11tion on grounds of
race, sex, religion and national
origin exists, is morally wrong and
should be extinguished, But the
remedy to the situation should be a
plan which in"Sures the end of
discriminatory practices of any
kind, not one which concentrates
on "numerical goals," by 'creating
discrimination in a new and
opposite form.

Affirmative action can be
termed as a plan of discrimination
in favor of women and minorities,
w h il e b e i n g u n f a'i r t o
non-minorities. This is clearly
HEW's required practice of
reflected in the UNM policy on establishing "numerical goals and
affirmative actioand the hiring of timetables" in hiring practi~es is a
faculty. The policy reads: "All "slap in the face" to the· Civil
faculty positions are filled through Rights Act of 1964. The
the use of Search and Screening requirements contradict the
committees. The general procedure purpose of the Act, which is to
is to advertise the faculty position provide equal justice under the law,
in minority newspapers and and instead accomplishes the easy
magazines." And: "Search task of making groups separate,
committees should "Use all available instead of equal.
means for public.izing positions and
by Dan Williams
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·com.mittee Kills· GSA Handbook Published
Uhuru Sasa Bill
•

By ORLANDO MEDINA
The ASUNM Finance Committee killed an appropriations
bill yesterday that would·have provided funds for the Uhuru
Sasa Dance Troupe,
The bill, for about $3,300, which receiv.l!d a 'do not pass
recommendation from the committee last week, was brought
to the senate .floor Wednesday where it was sent back to the
committee and killed yesterday with a do not pass
recommendation.
Larry Abraham, chairperson of the Finance Committee, said
in a statement that tlie bill haq been specifically killed because
pertinent questions that needed to be answered by U)lu1'll Sasa
in order to objectively consider the bill had not been
answered.
Abraham 'said Harold Bailey, assistant director and
coordinator of Afro-American Studies, who l'epresented
Uhuru Sasa, attended the first Finance Cornmittee meeting
. and could not sufficiently answer many of the questions.
Abraham explained that his committee needed the
information to procede in' a logical, rational and mature way
to justify any recommendation. He added that the information
was never made available.

Members Upset
: Vunessa Jones, a representative of Uhuru Sasa, responded to
the action of the committee and said that the members of
Uhuru Sasn were extremely upset, but not surprised, at the
information concerning the bill.
Jones said after the formal presentation made at the
Wednesday meeting of the senate, informing the senate of the
group's concern and need for Ute bill to be acted on, they left
with the impression that the senators were "honestly going to
deal fairly with us."
She said that after the bill was referred back to the
committee Wednesday, the Finance Committee did not inform
the Uhuru ·sasa members. that the bill would be considered
yesterday.
Jones added that the "reason given by the committee for
killing the bill was ''clearly untrue."
Jones said the group's advisor and other members answered
the questions.
"We feel that the chairperson and other members are clearly
dealing with us in a .discriminatory manner as was done last
year," Jones said:
• Jones was referring to problems last year when the spl'ing
general election was delayed one day after the Uhuru Sasa
took student court action to get funds from ASUNM.
Ballots from the election were. also impounded by the court
and resulting action got Uhuru Sasa the. funds in question.

.•

Such Raw Emotion Could Heal The Crippled
Editor:
John Rucker's snide analysis of Ted
Kennedy's appearence in our beloved
Albuquerque is an obvious attempt to
discredit a man who is leading America
to its greatest moment. It is apparent
to me that only a person who does not
like himself and who has never owned
a yacht would dare to say the thin!r.l
that Mr. Rucker had to say· about
Teddy Boy.
Slanderous, obnoxious,' and
downright paganistic are the only
words to describe the treatment that
this .so-called reporter gave to a
zealous, inspiring speech. It is perfectly
clear to me that such a jubilant
exciting speech, as Teddy gave, could
not but awaken the hearts and minds

of all real Americans present. And yes, hours, temporarily losing all memory.
Mr. Rucker, maybe such raw human - For 1 myself once suffered from this
short-term amnesia, after drinking
emotion could heal the crippled.
As for the uncalled for insinuations several bottles of Irish whiskey.
Lastly, I would simply like to call
that were made in regard to the Mary
.Jo Kopechne incident, I can only use for the immediate resignation and
truth, justice, and all the institutions · conviction of Mr. Rucker. I do not say
this without manv hours of serious
that made America great as a retort.
contemplation.
For the ideal of
Mr. Rucker seems to snicker at the
evidence presented about the "Freedom of Speech" must not be
unfortunate accident at downtrodden and degraded.
Therefore, I can only conclude that
Chappaquiddick Island. However, it is
we
should not lend such a precious
testimonial fact that, potentially
injured as he was, Ted Kennedy tool to a man who would change this
(brother to the late John and Roberti great country which is America. GOO
repeatedly dove into the water, BLESS THE KENNEDYSI
John Felix
desperately trying to save Mary Jo.
Furthermore, I can assure you that a
man can stagger around for eight

they genuinely care about the students or are they here for
their own benefit? They should be here for the good of the
students, not for their own selfish reasons, whatever they
may be.
In any system, there are bound to be inconsistancies, We
cannot be consistant all of the time, but the inconsistancies
within the Senate are a bit too much. For example, there
. are those Senators who said that we should not have passe-d
a resolution dealing with President Ford's pardon of former
President Nixon because it was not in the realm of the
Senate's responsibilities. But then the Senate passes a
resolution in support of Jerry Apodaca? Tell me, where is
the logic in that? I will be the first to agree that Mr.
Apodaca is the most qualified of the two gubernatorial
candidates, but I will not agree with logic behind some of
the Senators votes. I want to see ASUNM take a stand on
political issues:...an political issues concern us seeing us as
we are 20,000 voting students. Let'sat least try to be more
consistant in our actions.
As I said previously, the logic of the Senate escapes me. I
can't understand it and I can't always see it. It can be, to
say the least, faulty, at times. How can ASUNM fluid
$2,500 on Fiesta, a 4-day party, and not fund an
organization like Juniper, for example, that is asking for a
relatively §mall amount of monev for a long-term project?
For those of you who think I'm resigning from Senate
because of Juniper, you may rest assured that Juniper did
not play any part in bY resignation. If anything, I stayed in
ASUNM as long as I did tJecause of Juniper. Juniper was a
step in the right direction, even thdugh it didn't pass. I
never el<pected it to pass.
Monday, I was sitting in the Casa del Sol with a friend of
mine. He saw what I call the ASUNM Mafioso, those
ASUNM officials who walk around as if they are thl! most

important people on this campus. But ASUNM is so
unimportant to those who are not involved. It seems to be a
place for budding egos, not a prate for futhering the
interests of the Student Body. As I looked at the ASUNM
Mafioso, I realized how important their positions are to
them but how unimportant they· are to the rest of the
Student Body, Isn't there something wrong in an
organization that can't even get Y.. of the Student Body out
for an election?
So what are the answers? I have no answers, only
suggestions on how ASUNM can become 'the productive
body it was meant to be, Senators, ano:f other ASUNM
olficials, forget your eg!ls, follow your consciences. Oo
what you think is right and don't let possible political
implications dictate that which you want. Don't worry if
you are liked or disliked as a Senator. Thereowill always be
those people who disagree with you but they will respect
you if .vou are standing up tor that in which you believe.
All of us have disagreed at some point in time, but I respect
you if you had the guts to stand up for whatever it was. If
not, I have no respect for you at all." If you c;m live with
yourself while cheating your principles, then more power to
you, I am not able to do that. I have to-be able to live with
myself, so I have followed my conscience. ·
In closing, good bye, Senate has been a fantastic learning
experience for. me, I hope oiher Senators are able to learn
what I have learned. I wish you happiness bUt I sure hope
you get it all together. Senate can, just don't think of
Sena~e as a place to drink cokes and coffee on a Wednesday
night. As the Public Relations poster says, "Get Off Your •
Asses. Become Involved," The place to statt is ASUNM.
And don't think you won't be hearing from me, because
remember, I will be watching ASUNM, as an ex•insider,
now an outsider,looking in.

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
In a continuing effott to help
gJ:aduate. and law students get
through the university with their
·sanity, tlte Graduate Student
Association (GSA) has published
the Second GSA Consuming
Handbook.
The handbook, which is free to
w·adul!te/Jaw students, describes
itself as "a recently initiated
graduate student oriented
consumer publication, designed to
ease the life of the typical grad or
law student."
It is a treasure chest of
information fgr the student trying
to survive in Albuque1·que. The
first section describes the
fu•1ctions of GSA and gives
helpful hints to the students
undc1: Ute heading of "Consuming
the University; or,now that you're
in, lww do .you get out?" This is a
ten poin~ outline of the necessary

Teachers.

..

steps a student should take to
reach Emerald City, where they
keep the advanced degrees,
The handbook's real value lies
in the pI ethora of consumer
information which lies within the
pages of this rather unpretentious
jewel.
Inside is a fifteen month survey
of seven supermarkets in town,
which found a 27 per cent
increase in fopd prices in the last
year. There is much good advice
on where to buy different kinds
of food and get the best quality at
the best prices.,
There is also a l·ather definitive
study of local eateries, expensive
or otherwise, good or otherwise,
and for th~se who have ito money

for food, there is a section about
getting food stamp assistance,
Thel'e are interesting sections
011 bu1·s, clothing, housing, the
UNM library or how to live in the
stacks and a milli-on other
fubulous tidbits-this ~;hould be
required reading for any student
who is fond of staying alive in
Albuquerque's neon jungle.
There is a subtitle for this
year's handbook, but the LOBO
obtained its copy direct from the
presses, without the cover. Last
year's handbook was subtitled
"you can't believe everything you
read in phonebooths," and
sug~estions for this year included
"yes, we have some bananas" and
"awful turkey on $8.30 a day."
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An cverchanging gallery of clothing, books,
tapestries, leather and surprises from Latin
America.
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(Continued from page 3)
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A resolution did pass at the conference that sets a ma11imum classroom size. The ma11imums set
were: 15 students in kindergarten
and special education classes, 20 in
elementary schools and 25 in high
schools,
The convention is filled with
booths from local merchants who
are hawking new educational
materials. The exhibits range from
encyclopedias to security syslems.
Candidates for Congress and
governor took advantage of the
space and set up their own section
booths to talk with the educators.
The candidates plan to speak before the convention.
The convention ends Sunday
·
when
the teachers. return to their
'
"
respective schools and the students
The Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
fireside Mon. at 8 p.m. in Apt. 17 or end their four-day weekend.
the Married Students Housing

'DOC MY CONDITION IS AGGRAVATED BY PINING FOR MY RECORDS AND TAPES IN
'wASHINGTON, , , COULD YOU WRITE ME A PRESCRIPTION FpR THEM?'
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the Store for Diamonds

Complex, Lomas at Yale. Everyone is

welcome to attend. For more info, call

__
There will be a NCHO meetlnr:
Mon., Oct, 28 at Chicano Studies at 7
p4m. New members welcome.
The College of Ads and Sciences
Will be livlnl the Communicative Skills
Test, which h required of all
non-exempt students planning to enter
the College of .A & S, Oct, 28 at 6:30
p.m. in the Kiva.

242-7866.
Anyone wishing to work for the
Apodaca for Governor campaign call
Bob Cooper at 255-8738.

ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee meeting on Sun., 5 p.m., In
Hokona Hall,

Conllfessman Manuel LuJan will be
on the r:rau mall outside of Mesa Vista
Hall today at 1:30 p.m.

non ..veterans.

The NM Rape Crisis Center can
receive 11onations through the
University Fund if' specifically
designated by the donor. Call
"VerifiabUity" will be the topic of a .,277-3393 for more info,
philosophy dloeussion to be held today
Au ditlons for the Great Escape
_ at 3:30 p.m. in Romm 518 of the
Coffeehouse will be held Mon., 7-9
Humanities Bldg.
p.m. in Rm. 129 of the SUB. Musicans,
All College of Nursing students are entertainers of all kinds, p<>ets and
uq:ed to attend a meeting today from audiences are welcome. Call 298·9977
4-5 p.m. in Roont 231-E of the SUB. tor more info.

An Obvious Power Struggle At ASUNM
By KIT GOODFRIEND
On October 23, 1974, I resigned from the ASUNM
Senate. To go into all'of my n:asons for resigning would be
too lengthy so in the following opinion is my primary
reason for resigning and my attitudes towards the body
more commonly known as ASUNM.
There is an. obvious power struggle in ASUNM. Those
who are able to slay in ASUNM the longest, i.e., more than
Y. a term, have most of the power: From this comes your
power structure. My expectations of ASUNM was that
ASUNM was supposed to be a learning eKperience, not a
political stepping-stone as it has been used in the past and
as it certainly is being used at this point in time, The power
should be more evenly distributed. Everyone involved
should have the opportunity to learn from the experience
of being able to work with different organizations. A small
group of Senators shouldn't be introducing all of the bills.
All Senators should leave ASUNM with the knowledge that
they contributed something positive to any number of
organizations, not'just one or two. But most of the work is
done by a few people, not by the organization as a whole.
Hopefully, those of you who haven't been involved will
now become iiwolvad.
I don't like what I see in ASUNM. People running for
highe~ office and conducting their campaigns through the
Senate. Senate is here to conduct business, ncit to further
the political careers of a select few, But those who stay in
ASUNM usually have visions of grandeur in ASUNM and
possibly Of a political career in the State of New Mexico.
Senate is supposed to be a place where things are done for
the student body, not for tile Senators' own glory. It
should be an idealistic, autonomous atmosphere, lor if we
can't be idealistic, and perhaps a bit unrealistic at a
University, where can we? Are tha Senators here because
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Such a plan could be disasterou~
especially in the field ofeducation.
''It destroys the quest for
excellence and opens the door to
mediocrity injurious to students,
educational institutions and in the
long run to the public good·," said
Dl·. Sidney Hook of the Special
Subcommittee on Education of the
House Education and Labor
Committee.
In directly, affirmative action
programs also have an adverse
effect on women and minorities. It
creates the false impression that
women and members of minority .
groups cannot make it on their
own; that when the forms of
discrimination are abolished in a
system, they still need the
"crutch" of their group
membership to achieve
promotions.
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encouraging women and minorities
to apply,". Out of the currel)t list of
ten magazines the university uses
to p,ublicize· vacant faculty
positions, only two of these 'are
non-minority publications,
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Excellence Quest
This university, in its effort to
combat discrimination in the hiring
and promotion of faculty, has
adopted a plan of ."affirmative
action." Tliis plan capte about after
the Dept. of He~lth,"Education and
Welfare (HEW) began its
enforcement procedures of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. UNM
must com'ply with these
procedures in order to receive
.federal funds.

•

Letters·
Editorials
Opinions

VVA W/WSO will meet M<>n, at 9
p.m. upstairs in the SUB, Open to
Homes Brown, rcceriUy retumed
from a five-m9ntlt assignment in
Indochina, will speak and show slides
Sun., Oct. 27 at 815 Girard N.E. at
7:30 p.m. Sponsored by American
Friends Service Committee and
Citizens for a Humanitarian Aid Policy,
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While Inventory Allows!!
Many Imported Wines
DRASTICALLY
Reduced
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"Zordoz"; Connery Unclothed, Who Cores?
through the air to god . knows
where.
This scene does not begin
Zardo~ but it just as well could for
the flick is grade-B. Starring Sean
By JON BOWMAN
"Zardoz, Zardoz," cries a horde Connery liS Zed that barbarian, it
of joc1( strap-clad mercenaries posits a scenario of the year 2293
looking like they've been hijacked complete with two cultures, one
from an Italian Hercules spectacle, · representing the heights of man's
Their god, Zardoz, answers. A giant intellectural achievements and the
·head, it tells the massed contingent other representing the heights of
'that "the gun is good, the penis is man's intellectual achievements
evil." Guns then fly out of the head and the other rep resenting
brutality, ignorance, rape and most
inA~ flash, it takes off itself, flying

'"Zardoz"
· Dir!!Cted by John Boonnan
Showing at the Guild

"'

.

"'

any other animal instinct
imaginable, Naturally, the film
revolved around this basic
dichotomy and llke its science
fiction movie predecessors, it
seems content to give us a cliched,
statis picture of tlie future,
For instance, instead of
presenting complex human figures,
the movie has each character
symbolize a single human trait.
Zed,. of course, is the brute with
charisma. Looking sometimes like
Chingatchgood and other times

''Ghost Sonata''. Poorly Sta.ged
By ALAN Dl,JMAS
The Ghost Sonata, Rodey's
second play in .the Fall Series,
opened last night with a new
translation and a guest · director.
The play is about a young man's
triumph over hatted and cruelty,
and the misery of those who
surround him. The new
translation goes heavy on the
symbology, but hold nothing
unusual as far as language is
concerned.
·
This is one of Strinberg's later
plays, written during one of his
most bitter periods. During the
time he was writing The Ghost
Sonata he said, "Life is so cynical
that only' a swine can be happy in
.it; and any man who sees beauty
in life's ugliness is a swine." The
Rodey production does not
effectively portray the bitter side
of •the play, but mostly concerns
itself with the hope of
redemption. Although the setting
of the play is unreal we still ought
to feel the misery of 'the

characters onstage, or Arkenholtz'
suffering at the end when he
understands ·that the true natu.re
of the world seems extravagant to
say the least.
The Theatre dept,· hired
professional actor Harry Ellerbe
to play the .part of Hummel.
Ellerbe is certainly competent and
is sometimes very moving, but his
performance is no tour de force.
David Cramer as the student
Arkenholtz gives a very
inconsistent perfonnance. He runs
the full gamut of emotions, and
although crying is the thing he
undoubtedly does best, he
managed to be at least adequate
most of the time. His real problem
is that his acting is too stylized; he
lends the aura of a mystic soap
opera to the play (something
inherent in Strinberg that director
Louis Criss fails to overcome in
this production).
The best performance in the
show was given by Susan
McCullough playing mother and

daughter in two excellent pieces
of characterization. Mark Tang
and Albert Rodriguez were also
very good as the two manservants,
the only people in the play" who
are still in touch with the real
world.
The Ghost Sonata is one of the
most ambi•tious undertakings the
Theatre dept. has ever attempted,
but Lou Criss does not take his
concept nearly far enough. This
play· gives a .director an excellent
opportunity to drag an audience
face down through the muck; it
can be a shattering theatrical
experience.
In many areas, notably his use
of slides and special effects, Criss
is guilty of an appalling lack of
imagination. This 'production
lacks meaning and power, and will
probably do no more than
confuse Albuquerque theatre
goers. Rodey's show is doubly
disappointing: it is a great play
that fails both in concept and
execution.

like a reject from The Planet of the
Apes, Zed enters the mysterious
head of Zardoz.and in the process,
is flown to a vortex where the
Eternals live. The Eternals have
mastered the secrets of life, one of
which is the ab;~ndonment of
heterosexuality.
Pictured as effeminate creatures,
the Eternals decide to allow Zed to
live (the vortex is separated from
Barbarians ·by an invisible shield,
Zed is. the · first Barbarian the
Eternals have seen in two hundred
years). He is made the object of
study for May, the vortllx's
scientist, and through actual study
does occur, it is what goes on
during the off•hours that is
important. For Zed is foremost the
primeval cock and far be it for any
sexless society to withstand the
all-mighty forces of the penis.
May succumbs to Zed's
magnetism, as does her opponent
Consuela and over half of the
vortex population. Zed becomes,
as the film progresses, a savior, a
Christ whose cross is the
Webley-fosberry self-'Cocking
pistol. The Apathetics, a group of
the Eternals so emasculated they

can't move, are healed by Zefl.
Even those who originally wished
to see him dead are soon converted,
If the plot seems trite, the way in
which ij; is presented is even more
so, Zardoz contains nary a black,
browri, yellow or red face. Not
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only is everyone white, but ~
everyone is portrayed as inherently -;...
harboring "psychic violence."~
Even the Eternals, who maintain ,.
the "greatest" culture the world
has produced, are shown impotent
when compared with Zed.
And what exactly is Zed?
Throughout the film, he is depicted
as the rapist with a heart, the brute
with truth or the innocent man
whose innocence is in no way'
-besmirched by use of violence.
Zed, if anything, is,a carry over
from the days when .a man was a
man and a woman was a woman
(continued on page 8)
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There is something about the . swim,· brush their teeth, and
sight of growing awareness that is perform the_ basics of
nutritious to the heart. Before the reproduction.
Conrack deals with the great
movie is half old you don't want
it to end, but your idealism, like design of education, the kickbacks
Conrack's, is up against a big to conformity and the social
mama principal who calls the restraint from advancement.
childre.n babies, a school Underplayed by Voight, the
superintendent with a sweaty movie is carried in wonderful,
·
coiiar, and racist attitude and a simple ways.
The movie confronts man's
torture hold over the students and
teachers. Also, there is the humanity to man, and like all
superstitions of the islan!J's elders. good teachers, Conrack gets fired,
Working against these odds, begs to have his job, back and is
Conrack .teaches the children to spurred. Progress goes on.

By JEFFREY HUDSON
Pat Conroy's (called Con rack
due to his students'
misinterpretation) story starts in
1969 on an island off the coast of
South Carolina where he has come
to instruct a segment of the
popuJation cut off from America.
A colony so backwards they know
neither the name of the country
nor the name of the body of
water that surrounds them. Not
one of them can swim and they
don't care to leave the island.
.
Conrack's work is cut out for
· him. But with the young teacher's
soul and a poet's elegance, (John
Voight in his best role in years)
we are provided witl} one of the
warmest stories of giving and
Ieaming to be put on the screen in
yean,
.
Using everything from sound
horns, Beethoven and Halloween
to incite his students • imagination
and interest, Conrack opens '
horizons and loweJS bridges of

Very.Fi'ne
Euro.pean
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches

By DEL JONES
.
The Myer-less Lobos travel to
· Tempe Saturday to play Arizona
State in a game which will dictate
~ just how far the UNM football
0 team is going this yeal·. It's a
.!:! do·or·die contest against the Sun
~ Dl!vils starting at 7:30 MST (8:30
~ Albuquerque time).
!1: · Steve Myer, the nation's leading
passer for the last month, twisted
,; his knee in last week's 32-21

defensive secondary this week
when Myer was hurt. Keeran has
been back up for Myer all season.
• Neither Keeran or Hudspeth has
played a down at quarterback in
major college action, with Myer
going 'all the way, Myer has
completed an average of 17.5
passes per game, over one full pass
ahead of second place Scott
Gardner of Virginia,
If losing the nation's number
one passer isn't bad enough, the
Daily Lobo
Lobos have to play the
cf
conference's number one defense
against the rush, pass, and scoring.
ASU has allowed only 3.5 yards
per play and only 2.6 yards on the
ground.
. victory over Wyoming and is a
' The 7 points per game scored
doubtful starter.
against them is the third best in
"It doesn't look like he'll the nation.
play," said coach Bill Mondt after
The Sun Devils are ranked in
Thursday's practice. I doubt if he the top 20 in both the AP and
will even suit up for fear he might· UPI polls and have been !'an ked as
get sent in."
high as 6th. They are 4·1 on the
Mondt hasn't decided between . year with their only loss coming
sophomore Bob Keeran and to Missouri in a 9-0 mud bowl.
freshman Max Hudspeth to They have beaten Houston (30-0),
replace Myer but said he was Texas Christian (37-7), Wyoming
leaning toward Hudspeth. "Both (16_-10), and last week held Utah
will probably see action," be said. t~ JU~t 22 yards on the ground in
Huspeth was moved out of the wmnmg 32-0.
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Harriers Travel To
Where Buffalo Roam

our way.

The Lobo long-distance men
will travel to Boulder, Colo. to
com pete in the Buffalo-hosted
Colorado Invitational Saturday.
Two weeks .ago. UNM beat the
Bu ffal·os, 22-39, in an upset
victory led ·-by- the 33:18
second-place clocking by Matthew
Segura. Lobo Blair Johnson sat
out the meet because of a hurt
knee. Johnson had taken second
in the previous UNM-Arizona
confrontation.
Hackett said, "He's all right
now. He could have run against
Colorado, but there's no use

Film Exposes Classroom ffiyt~s
"Conrack" · .
Showing at the Eastdale

! Myer-Less Lobos Take
ji On
Ungenerous Sun Devils
·

You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
Charge cards if preferred.
You'lllike what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life.

hurting yourself."
Other top Lobo finishers in the
CU meet included: Ronnie
M~estas, second; J.ohn Allison,
thtrd; and sixth-placer Mark
Bjorkland. Colorado's J. J. Griffin
was- rrrst. . •- •
The five-mile race will cover the
hilly terrain of a Boulder golf
course.
Hackett said that at least seven
teams will be represented at the
meet. Besides UNM they are:
Colorado, CSU, Wyoming, ENMU,
Colorado Track Club and
Southern Colorado.
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ignite the previously absent UNM
. ground game,
.
Punter Steve Bauer improved
his ranking moving up in to a tie
for sixth in the nation with a 42.7
average. Bob Berg, who kicked a
UNM record four field goals last
week, is now tied for eighth

nationally in kick sco~ing with a
6.5 points per game average .
· So the Lobos are making their
mark on the national scene, but it
all comes down to Saturday night.
They haven't beaten the Sun
Devils since 1942 and It's a long
time 'till 1975.

The Sun Devils are 2-0 in
conference play, a half game
behind Arizona (3-0). The Lobos
are 2·1 in the WAC (wins over
Colorado State and Wyoming and
a loss to Arizona) and 2-3-1
overall (tied Texas Tech and lost
to Iowa State and San Jose State).
. ABU's offense is led by
full back Fred Williams who's 110
yards per game ranks him 15tll
nationally in rushing.
They used three quarterbacks
last week in knocking off Utah
but freshman Dennis Sproul leads
the corps with 34 of 6·7 passing
attempts for 471 yards ·and 4
touchdowns. As a team ASU is
averaging 262.2 yards per g11me
with a rushing average of 153.8.
Although the quarterback spot
is still undecided the running
backs will be Bob Haines and
Tqby Parrish.
Haines, who was the WAC
offensive player of the week after
running for 150 yards in 20
carries, was moved from
cornerback to the tailback
position last week in order to

Lobo Prey
CROSS COUNTRY: The UNM
cross country team travels to
Bouldel', Colomdo Saturday for
the Colorado lnvi tational (see
story).
FIELD HOCKEY: A field
hockey clinic for all interested
will be held Satu1·day, 8 a.m.-5
p.m. on U1e fields ncar Johnson
Gym Coach Beverly Quinlan and
the UNM field hockey team will
instruct, All age groups, sexes and
skill levels are invited. Fee: $1.
FRESHMEN FOOTBALL: The
Wolfpups travel to Tucson to take
on the Arizona Freshmen, Friday
at 3:30 MST. The 'Pups are 1-3.
FOOTBALL: The Lobos take
on the Arizona State Sun Devils in
Tempe. The key WAC CQntest will
be played at 7:30 MST (8:30 in
AI bu querque) and will be
broadcast over KOB radio Mike
Roberts mikeside. (see story)
LOBO LAIR: Assistant sports
information director Paul Brocker
will be talking to UNM scout
Harold (Bob) Queisser about the
ASU game Friday at 6:30 on
channel5.

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $1 5 a week
Donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

Priced

DeCk ...

Free Dolby.

ONLY St55
Superscope CD-302 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby* Noise Reducllon System
Here's a stereo cassette deck priced so low, it's like getting the
Dolby feature free. With Dolby, tape hiss and unwanted background noise are virtually eliminated while recording. At the flip·
of a switch you can deptocess Dolbyized material from an FM
stereo tuner or even another tape recorder. The result ..• clear,
crisp, natural sound and like-new performance each time- you
listen. Superscope's CD-302 also has a limiter switch to assure
distortion-free recording, even at high sound levels. There's also
a tape select switch for use with chromium dioxide cassettes.
And three illuminated function indicators for Dolby, limiter, and
Tape Sel_e,ct. But the big surprise is still the low price. That's
because 11 s made by the same company that brings you the finest
audio components in the world •.• Marantz. So naturally .you get
high quality at a low price. Come in today ... hear the sound and
then see the price. t::ven without Dolby it would still be a bargain.
'TM Dolby Labs, Inc.

DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily/ II am to 12 ani
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

TEXAs STATE

~and

OPTICAL
Ophthalmic Dispensers

1.

The Studio vauo:a

400 San Felipe N.
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4300 Central Ave. S.E.
in Albuquerque
Phone 268-2008
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WENDY

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

WALDMAN~

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1974
8=15 P.M. • POPEJOY HAtL

842-6991

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT • GOLD STREET

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Pub Board Censure Ca//Bd For

(Continued from page 1)
to be a· puppet for some peanut.
should be given more space. The gallery set up to run the
cartoons that were included in last · magazine," Nigh bert said.
year's issues just don't fit."
"Unless the Publication Board
According to Nighbert, dismantles this committee or any
"Photos, graphics, and cartoons committee set up by it, I think
should be given as much sp~~e as they should be publically.
writing. They cost more to do, censured for at least a year."
but I don't think anyone except~a Nighbert said. "The Publication
few literary heavies would read Board has yet to get the
the magazine if the visual aspects Thunderbird a typewrite-1', they
were neglected."
haven't tried to help us secure
''I don't intend to change the funds and worst of all, they didn't
format of the Thunderbird. If talk to us before setting up this
worse comes to worse, I'd close subcommittee or while 'the
my office indefinitely to protest subcommittee was meeting,"
any infringement of my ·editorial
The Thunderbird in the past
position. I'd rather be fired than has be.en fundE!d by ASUNM, but
r

so far this year; it has not received
funds. Nighbert attributes this to
"a lack of people within student
government who care about the
arts ..The arts at UNM are dying.
They're being replacE!d by morE!
athletics and by political groups.
ASUNM would rather fund jocks
and politicos, it's as simple as
that."·
Annetta Barnes, an ASUNM
senator, has annoucned that she is
sponsoring a bill to fund the
Thunderbird and that the ·bill will
come before the senate this
Wednesday.
She said she would have
introduced the bill earlier except

~==================~~4)~F~O;R~R~E;N;T--~----~--~5~)-;FO~R;;SA~L~E~--------~

C L A S' S I F I E D
A D V E R T I S I N·G
Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charee, or 6¢
per word per day with a GOt per day
minimum chanre for ada publilhed ftve
or more consecutive day1 with no
·
refund.
Terms : Payment must be made in full
prior to illJiertlon of advertl.ement.
Where: Marron Hall, rm. 132
·
·or b!l 'IIUJil
Clualfted Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

1) PERSONALS
BLUETAIL IS BACK I Kelly'• Other Side,
Oct. 22·2'1,
10/25
I HAVE SEEN the future and it doesn't
work, Zardoz.
10/25
. ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER. We'll
Jlsten, talk, and reason. AGORA, NW
comer Mna Vfata, 27'1·3013.
10/25
COAST GUARD OFF.ICER Candidate
School deadline I• 1 November 19'14. For
more Information contact your loeal
Cout Guard Recruiting Olftce-Phone
(505) '166·2904.
10/31
PREGNANT AND NEED BELPf You
ha•• frimdl who eare at Blrthrllbt.
24'1·9819.
tfn

2) LOST&FOUND
LOST: GIRL'S WATCH, black nJion
band, roee gold lnltlala on back•. Reward, 242-9659.
10/31
FOUND: OLD GRAY Slamne male neu•
tered eat. Playful, well-cared·for. La·
aruna Dorm, 27'7-5387.
" 10/11
LOST: METAL PHOTOGRAY blfocall in
brown cue. Reward. Semyort Kallnslcy,
266·4360.
10/31
LOST GLASSES. Metal Photolfray bl·
focall In brown cue. Reward. Call 266·
4360.
FOUND: FEMALE. gray eat wearing flea
collar near FAC. 27'7·2126 weekda)'ll.
10/30
FOUND: NECKLACE on West Side of
traek behind John10n Gym. Call 27'1·
35'12.
10/28
LOST i SAMOYED, scarred nose, lame, 46
JbfJ, name Latlca. 293-'1625 Reward.
10/28
FOUND: GIRL'S silver ring at Computer
Center. Contact Barbara 277-4646. 10/28

3)

SHARE HOUSE -n-ea-r-ca_m_p_ua-,-,6-6-.-84-2·
0820, Mike.
10/31
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, RJder overnlabt
1leep tomorrow, '1111·1111.
tfn
SUPER FINE 2-bedroom apartment wants
roommate. •95 · include. utilitin, 299·
0362.
10/29
SLEEPING ROOM - kitchen priviletrn
(everything fumllhed), 3 blocks to
UNM (female only) CaD: 242·4489.
•
10/29
ROOMMATE NEEDED (prefer female)
to share 2-bedroom apt.. rent ISO, 512
Quincy, Apt. E NE, Mary, 265-6288
after ll PM.
10/25
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartment.. One, two, ud three room~~.
V a7 clean, n~ Unlv.,.lt.J ud north
w.t. 242·'1814, 24'1·1oot. 241·1171. t.fn

5)

FOR SALE

MOUNTAIN HOME with 10 aern, low
down payment. Call Fred Dart, 292·
1'100.
11/'1
BICYCLES: Low•t pric• on Gltane ud
other fine European BlcYcla. Over 100
In •tock, 1'15 to .GOO. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four bloclca from UNJI, 841-1171. tfn
OLD MIRAGES, 10111e 20 Jean old••1.00
e.u:h, room 182, Manon Hall.
tfn·
1970 JAVELIN SST smaU VB, Bood gaa
mileage. Fully equipped with crushed
velvet Interior. Priced below book .for
~iek aale, 294·6181.
10/29
19'12 DATSUN 240·Z, veen w/whlte
vinyl top, decor. mirrors. exhaUit beaden under 10,000 mlln. Excellent eondl·
tion, 266·4'114 or 2115·26'18, Alk for Dee
Dee,
10/28
HIKING BOOT8-women'a alae 7th, O:•
cellent condition, ttO. GE Portable
•tereo-plastlc, but works, •15, 8716
Campu1 Blvd HE.
10/28
'69 vw, All A FM, belt offer, allo, 19'10
Ford LTD, call 268·3538.
10/28
DIAMOND WEDDING BAND. En~raaement ring 1et, t150, 293·2565.
10/28
IF YOU'RE THINKING of bu:rfng a bl·
cycle for Christmu, to ftKht Inflation or
to use next :vear, now Is the time. Our
winter' prices are in effect and we have
a niee 11electlon. The Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE, 842·9100.
tfn~
OLD 'MIRAGES 1968 thi'OUirh 1170. .1.00
each. room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn

IJADDL:EBALL PLAYERS! Put a little
sting in that kill shot with a new rae•
. quet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yalt SE,
842·9100.
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD weddl... A dln11er rhll:a
bF Charlie Romero, 218·1111.
11/1
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoite A silver ,jewelry. The Bead •
Shama11. Old Town.
tfn
COMPONENT STEREO-AM/FM, 1tereo
receiver with butlt-ln turntable 8·track
player and Z aeta of apeaken, $1211,
293·4306. .
10/26
LOVELY LONG NEW FALL knltl-on)y
118. Better name brandt at Albuquerque•• neweet fuhlon center, "Twln:v'e,"
• 4216 Menaul NE (Next to Albuquerque
Tire) 255.8591.
10/26
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membenbip
for aale, $9.00 per month. S&P-2942.
10/25
ANTIQUES: Fumlture1 vintage fashlcms,
patchwork qulltl, pnotoRraphl. Silver
tfn
Sunbeam, ·3409 ·Central NE.
STEREO JIIIJAD PBONBS 14,11, I foot
eord, 10ft ear padl. Unlt.s l're181at
Sal•. 1120 San· Matlo NE.
tiD
BACKPACKERS - Ccae l111pect N•
Jlaieo'e m•t ccaptet. atlietlon ol.
eq_u(pllllftt at BACK COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2411 San Pedro Nil. 11..1111.

• • •
problems concerning the

for
status of the Thunderbird,
"Nighbert only talked to me once
about funding- and · as far as ·I
could see, he was the only staff
member of the magazine. Senate
would have defeated a bill to fund ·
an organization that unstable.
"l thinK that holding the bill
till now has helped its chances of
passing. The formation of this
committee by the Pub Board
should help too," she said.
According to Nighbert, "The
Thunder6ird has always had a·
staff, but no one has ever asked
me about it." Besides himself, the
staff is now made up of Kathy
Gabriel, George Coston and Mary
Voldahl.

DOONESBURY

Zard.oz . . . '!'J
f
(continued from page 6)

and neither of them were human.
Zardoz, ·in making him a savior,
is basically calling for us to neglect
the progress we've made toward
becoming people ,,and to revert
back to the narrowness of the past.
In addition to Connery, the film
presents several moments of visual
ex cit emen t shots of futuristic
gadgetry to keep us from
questioning its regressive plot.
Zardoz, cry the masses amidst
the erections, rapes, disto:rtions,
and stimulations. Zardoz, they cry,,
as their rights disappear and their
brains me It and their sexual
identity is transformed to thatofa
voyeur ...
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PADDLEBALL SPECIAL! UntO Oct. II
receive two free paddleballl with pur·
chue of new racquet from $11.15 to
•19.96. The JJike, Shop SE, 842•9100.
tfn
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, 121.11, CCD•
plete sntenw, •llt.tll, tie&l!!!f •z7.110.
Water TriPI, 1407 Central .ftl!i, Aerasa
· from Arbl•. 2111-ltll.
tfn

6) EMPLOYMENT
WORK THREE evenlnl's and Saturda)'ll,
weeklr to •tart, 27'1-4581.
10/25
PART TIME HELP WANTED. MUit be
available Tues. A Thunday, 11 :30 a.m,•
1:00 pm. Apply in pei'IIOD. UnlvenltJ'
DalrJ" Queen, 2800 Central SE. 10/21

••o

7) MISCELLANEOUS
GYPSY CANDLE INN, pa1m and IIIYcic
readen. European and seafood cooked
with love. Noon and nllrht. MondaY,
through Saturday, 299·0141.
10/31
RIDER WANTED, share gu coat to New
York. Leavintr 11/1, 27'1-6238.
10/28

·:A. Boorman tour de force.
Provocative science-fiction:·

SERVICES

...

Jos•ph Gelm•s

. oorman's
visual

~plendid

gilts are the work

of a film maker who is
rather wizard himself."

a
-Ja,

Cocb TIME MAGAZINE

.......
_Qalching 'Zardoz'

lngrnar .Bergmans
7-9-11

stoo

Virgin Spring
Sub Cinema 277-2031

is like negotiating a
minefield of surprises.
A rich, exciting film."
-Jerry Ooter. NEW VOAK DAILY NEWS

··:ro

filtn since
Kubrick's'Space Odyssey·
has used such a blazing
display of photographic
ingenuity to suggest a
' time beyond tomorrow:·
--.Charre! ChamC)tttt
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SHOWTJMES

'

5:30 7:40 9:50
MATINEES ON SAT. &SUN.
1: 10 & 3:20
theatre

:r.~

Guild
3405 CENTRAL NE 265•0220

~

Ul
SUB Cinema 277-203 I
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